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Abstract

Mathematical models of wine fermentation kinetics promise early diagnosis of stuck or sluggish

winemaking processes as well as better matching of industrial yeast strains to specific vineyards.

The economic impact of these challenges is significant: worldwide losses from stuck or sluggish fer-

mentations are estimated at 7 billion AC annually, and yeast starter production is a highly competitive

market estimated at 40 million AC annually. Additionally, mathematical models are an important tool

for studying the biology of wine yeast fermentation through functional genomics, and contribute to

our understanding of the link between genotype and phenotype for these important cell factories.

Here, we have developed an accurate combined model that best matches experimental observa-

tions over a wide range of initial conditions. This model is based on mathematical analysis of three

competing ODE models for wine fermentation kinetics and statistical comparison of their predictions

with a large set of experimental data. By classifying initial conditions into qualitative intervals and

by systematically evaluating the competing models, we provide insight into the strengths and weak-

nesses of the existing models, and identify the key elements of their symbolic representation that most

influence the accuracy of their predictions. In particular, we can make a distinction between main

effects that are linear in the modeled variable, and secondary quadratic effects that model interactions

between cellular processes.

We generalize our methodology to the common case where one wishes to combine existing,

competing models and refine them to better agree with experimental data. The first step is symbolic,

and rewrites each model into a polynomial form in which main and secondary effects can be conve-

niently expressed. The second step is statistical, classifying the match of each model’s predictions

with experimental data, and identifying the key terms in its equations. Finally, we use a combina-

tion of those terms and their coefficients to instantiate the combined model expressed in polynomial

form. We show that this procedure is feasible for the case of wine fermentation kinetics, allowing

predictions which closely match experimental observations in normal and problematic fermentation.

1 Introduction

Obtaining ways to combine models has become a necessity. When a development area has promoted

interest of many investigation teams, it is common that competing models are developed, each one con-

structed to meet particular needs and that fit specific data. The same problem is approached of different

ways, doing different estimations or working in different complexity levels. Reconciling models into a

combined one it is possible to answer particular needs and obtaining general models. Different models

may use different mathematical approaches and description formalisms, so we must conserve a degree

of independence between the models.

In this particular study, we are interesting in the wine industry that annually produces 5 millions of

tonnes only in France and whose worldwide losses from stuck or sluggish fermentations are estimated at

7 billion AC annually. Yeast starter production is highly competitive (estimated at 40 million AC annually).

While fermentation has been used from antiquity for the production of wine and other alcoholic drinks,

advances in the understanding of this process have allowed the modernization of this industry throughout
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time. As mechanisms that participate in fermentation are understood better it is possible to control

the process. Fermentation is carried out by the action of yeasts, that convert the two grape sugars,

glucose and fructose, to ethanol and by-products like aromas, flavors, carbon dioxide gas, and heat.

Fermentation is the anaerobic alternative to respiration for generating energy molecules (ATP), but it

is remarkably less efficient. While respiration generates ATP with yield of 30 per glucose molecule,

fermentation produces only 2 ATP molecules. In spite of the efficiency of respiration, some types of

yeasts, in particular Saccharomyces cerevisiae, prefer to ferment in the presence of oxygen given a high

enough concentration of sugar. Because it is more rapid to get ATP from glycolysis and fermentation than

from respiration, S.cerevisiae has developed biological mechanisms that, for high sugar concentrations,

repress the synthesis of mRNA from genes that are involved in respiration and oxidizing metabolism,

privileging fermentation ([5]). There exist several factors that affect the process of fermentation: the

composition of the flora that is used to ferment, and those related with yeast nutrition and maintenance

of viability of cells are fundamental. Although yeasts carry out the fermentation, some types of bacteria

like lactic, acetic bacteria and streptomyces can survive fermentation ([10], [9]), affecting the results.

Different strains and species of yeasts also influence the development of the process. Among the nutrients

that are important are carbon sources (glucose, fructose) and nitrogen sources (amino acids, ammonia,

nucleotide base peptides); temperature, presence of oxygen, low ethanol levels, and controlled pH are

also important for the viability of cells. The pH index affect flora composition: low levels (< 3.5) inhibit

many bacteria but yeasts are resistant to wide pH ranges. On the other hand, yeasts are tolerant to ethanol

only in limited ranges, up to 17%v/v approximately. Low temperatures favor non-yeast flora while high

temperatures work against the diversity. Carbon and nitrogen sources are essential for the growth of yeast

cells but their excess can generate problems too. One considers two types of fermentation problems in

industrial applications: stuck and sluggish fermentation ([3]). Stuck fermentation happens when not

all the sugar is consumed by the yeasts, and sluggish fermentations are those where the process is very

slow. The risk of stuck fermentation is increased when the levels of temperature and sugar concentrations

are high. Lower temperatures promote slower fermentation rates and consequently the risk of sluggish

fermentation. High levels of nitrogen diminish the risk of sluggish fermentation but affects the flavor and

quality of the wine. Strains of yeast that are highly tolerant to ethanol also have reduced risk of sluggish

fermentation.

Different approaches have been used to explain the influence of fermentation factors on the pro-

duction of ethanol. Even though the qualitative effect of the temperature or the inhibiting effect of the

ethanol is known, it is not easy to quantify these relations in a mathematical model. A difficulty is the

complexity of the biological mechanisms and the great amount of factors, making it necessary to estimate

relations and reducing the number of variables. The variables that have been considered most important

in previous studies are temperature, sugar, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, biomass, glycerol and ethanol. The

influence of the type of yeast and mixtures have been studied little ([31], [23]). There exist two groups of

models for the wine fermentation process; the first type focuses on the predictability and the second type

on interpretability. By means of data mining techniques like decision trees, machine learning, support

vector machines or neural networks ([29], [30], [33] and [32]), the first type of models exploit advances

in computing technologies and large databases to predict fermentation profiles. These types of mod-

els have the advantage of including a large quantity of factors of the process, but they lack biological,

physical or mechanical foundations and generally they are complex and difficult to interpret. The more

predictable a the model, the more it is complex. The second type of models correspond to mechanistic

kinetic models that are based on physical and biological principles. One of the first mechanistic models

of oenological fermentation was developed by Boulton in 1980 ([4]), with the possibility of obtaining

accurate measures of fermentation factors concentrations once the parameters of the models have been

adjusted. This last approach allows the inclusion of black box models to estimate some behaviors, which

also facilitates the generalization of the models to extend them to different environmental conditions,
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strains or cultures.

Our goal is to build a general method to build a combined model that reconciles existing models. We

select models validated by their authors and look for the conditions in that they fit better reality, without

modifying the internal coefficients of the models. For doing this, first we homogenize the notation and

evaluate the models in different conditions and then we select the model that best represents reality in

function of these conditions. Finally we build a combined model whose terms and coefficients are ob-

tained of the original models. We applied our method to three interpretable models of the fermentation

process: Coleman ([6]), Scaglia ([26]) and Pizarro ([22], [24]).

Methods

We divided our work in three steps: the symbolic, the statistical and the constructive one. First we

rewrite each model to homogenize the notations and to separate the different effects that are included

in the models. In particular for ODE models, we rewrite the models into polynomial form (or other

appropriate base) to separate main and interaction effects. In the statistical step we classify each model

according to how they agree with experimental data. For doing this, we identify the factors and select the

independent variables that represent the process. To classify the results in function of configurations of

factors, based in the availability of experimental data and the considerations of other studies, we construct

a discreet set of intervals or levels of their domains. We compare the model’s predictions of independent

variables with experimental data for each configuration of factors. To decide the quality of the fitting

we used two statistical criteria: confidence intervals and shape analysis. The first one is local and the

second one is global. Given a configuration, one says that a simulation is locally right if it belongs to

the confidence interval of experimental results for each time point (with experimental measures). This

criterion allows us to decide if the model agrees with the experimental results at that time. For each time

we can observe that there exist significant differences between simulations and experimental results,

but the global behavior (the shape) can be the same. To decide if the shape of the simulated profile is

similar to that of experimental results, we used linear regression and techniques of linearization to fit the

experimental and simulated curves and compare them. We consider that a model is better than other one

when the adjustment with experimental data is statistically better. Finally, we define a criterion to select

the best model in function of configuration of factors and the independent variable to study. We build a

combined model that optimizes the results to obtain the estimated profiles of the variables. This model

uses coefficients of the original models and considers main and interaction effects.

In this case we coded the methods in Matlab (version 7.0; The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) for

doing independent simulations. The models that we considered have associated resolution methods to

compute the coefficients. To simplify we include in the term model the resolution method.

Description of analyzed models

We analyzed three mechanistic approaches of fermentation process. The models have the common char-

acteristic of being composed of a set of first degree differential equations, whose coefficients relate one

variable with the others. Table 1 lists the number of equation associated to each variable and model in

section of Results.

The Coleman model ([6]) was built on the model previously presented by [7] to include the effects

of temperature. Its main goal is introducing temperature dependency to predict difficult fermentations.

It consists of a 5 coupled ODEs (equations 1- 5) that are combined with 4 one-dimensional regression

models to estimate parameters. The variables that are represented in differential equations are concentra-

tions of: biomass (X), active biomass (XA), nitrogen (N), ethanol (EtOH) and sugar (S). In basic terms,
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Model

Coleman ([6]) Pizarro ([22]). Scaglia ([26]) Logistic ([20])

X 1 6 11 15

XA 2

N 3 7

EtOH 4 8 12

S 5 9 13

Gly 10

CO2 14

Table 1: Number of equation associated to each variable and model.

the Coleman model considers biomass concentration controlled by the growth rate and death rate (µ and

τ). The growth rate is computed using Monod’s equation with nitrogen nutrition and without consider-

ing competition ([19]; see Table 2); it considers that the lower is the remaining nitrogen the lower the

growth rate. The death rate is considered proportional to ethanol concentration. The other fermentation

variables are obtained by estimating production rates (for EtOH) or consumption rates (for N and S) per

biomass unit. The effect of temperature is included to estimate parameters of the system with regression

techniques. The Pizarro model ([22], [24], equations 6- 10) uses essentially the same differential equa-

tions as Coleman model, it adds the fermentation variable glycerol and does not consider active biomass

concentration. The Pizarro method uses a different way for estimating uptakes and consumption rates

per biomass unit. In this case intracellular behavior, studied by flux balance analysis, gives the specific

production and consumption rates for the environmental conditions that are modeled by dynamic mass

balance. It is built through an iterative process where intracellular network fluxes are bounded according

to extracellular conditions, and for each iteration a maximization (of growth or glucose consumption

rate) is performed to obtain uptakes and consumption rates that are used to predict extracellular concen-

trations of metabolites. The main goal is to better introduce the influence of environmental conditions in

wine fermentation.

The Scaglia model includes other types of relations between variables (equations 11- 13). It considers

only 4 fermentation variables: X (biomass concentration), S (sugar concentration), CO2 (carbonic dioxide

gas concentration) and EtOH (ethanol concentration). The cell growth expression (equation 11) is based

on Verlhust’s logistic equation (15), where µ represents the growth rate and the quadratic coefficient of

population, β , models the competition for available resources. The growth rate (µ in Table 2 for Scaglia

method) of equation 15 is obtained by adaptations of Monod’s model ([19]) with sugar nutrition: the

lower is the remaining sugar the lower the growth rate. To model the death rate τ they observe that the

faster the decrease of substrate concentration, the larger the increase in the cellular death rate. Scaglia

included coefficients associated to proportion of yeast cells in growth cellular step, Fµ , and for those

in death step, Fτ (see Table 2), to avoid the discontinuity of Blackman’s equation to model growth rate

([28]). These factors estimate the transition according to the proximity of carbon dioxide emission to

the maximum expected for a normal fermentation progress (max(CO2)). It is considered Carbon dioxide

concentration (CO2, equation 14), being estimated with a emission rate coefficient per biomass unity,

and the rate of an additional coefficient that we called CO2Form (see Table 2). The ethanol production

rate is obtained by estimating the conversion factor (yield) of carbon dioxide emitted to ethanol produced

(equation 12). Nitrogen consumption is not considered, and the sugar consumption rate (equation 13) is

composed by a term acting on biomass and a quadratic term (logistic equation type, 15).

The three teams worked on different strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The Coleman team worked

with the yeast Premier Cuvee (Red Star, Milwaukee, WI). It is a commercial strain of Saccharomyces

cerevisiae. The fermentations were prepared at pH 3.35, total nitrogen was determined by measuring
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ammonia concentration and alpha amino acid concentration. The Pizarro team worked with Prise de

Mousse EC1118 (Lalvin, Zug, Switzerland), which is another commercial strain. The pH was kept

constant at 3.5, nitrogen measures considered ammonia and free aminoacidic nitrogen. The Scaglia team

used experimental results of other two studies: [31] and [11]. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae Bsc411

of [31] was identified according to Kurtzman & Fell protocols and was taken from Argentina. The

Fleet team studies are widely recognized. In both cultures acidity was controlled, the reducing sugars

were determined colorimetrically using the 3,5-dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) method ([18]). Coleman and

Pizarro models reviewed an ample range of temperatures and initial conditions of sugar and nitrogen. The

Scaglia model was adjusted only on moderate levels of temperature, sugar and nitrogen concentrations.

For more details about cultures and fermentation conditions which were used, refer directly to the papers.

Experimental data

In our study we considered experimental data of three papers: [22], [15] and [16]. The experimental

measures of the Pizarro team correspond to a wide range of data. We used laboratory results that were ob-

tained with the strain Prise de Mousse EC1118, and industrial results for Industrial Cabernet Sauvignon,

wine fermentations that were monitored during the 2003 vintage at a commercial winery in Chile. Sugar

profiles for six batch fermentations at 28 ◦C with high/low nitrogen and other two at 12 ◦C and 17 ◦C with

high conditions of nitrogen were used to calibrate the model, and consequently we expect a better adjust-

ment of this model for sugar in this conditions. By direct communication with [15], we obtained data of

biomass profiles in two particular conditions: moderate temperature (24 ◦C), high level of sugar (280 g/l)

and moderate/high levels of nitrogen (approximately 220 mg/l and 551 mg/l respectively). The data set

available in Mendes-Ferreira studie ([16]) used the strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae PYCC4072 that was

supplied by the Portuguese Yeast Culture Collection. The paper describes experimental biomass, ethanol

and sugar (and other indexes) results for two experimental conditions, fermentation maintained at 20 ◦C

with moderate initial sugar concentration (200 g/l) and initial nitrogen concentration high (267 mg/l)

or low (66 mg/l). The acidity conditions were adjusted to pH 3.7, nitrogen is supplied by ammonium

phosphate and sugar corresponds to glucose.

2 Results

Exploratory analysis

The observation of experimental data gave us some ideas about the profiles of fermentation variables. In

the three variables (biomass, ethanol and sugar concentrations) we observed two phases, transient and

stable. Before a particular time, that we call stabilization time, fermentation variables change exponen-

tially over time. After stabilization these are statistically constant. We verified the exponential behavior

of biomass profiles statistically by means of linearization and linear regression (Figure 1), the growth rate

can be assumed constant over time. In the case of biomass, in the first phase it increases exponentially

until the cells stop their growth. Ethanol concentration increases while the yeast cells are active, after

the stabilization time the production stops. Sugar concentration decays in an exponential way until it is

completely consumed. Different samples show different uptake (for biomass and ethanol) and consump-

tion rates (for sugar). For the Coleman ([6]) and Pizarro ([22]) models, fermentation variables evolve in

time according to uptake (biomass, ethanol and glycerol) or consumption (sugar, nitrogen) factors per

concentration unity of yeast cell (biomass). They assume that these coefficients change in time depend-

ing of the fermentation or environmental variables and do not depend only on initial conditions. When

solving these models one obtains exponential behaviors whose rates change over time, according to the

value of the fermentation variables or environmental conditions, finishing in a stable phase. According
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Symbol Configuration

  LHH

 xxxxxxxxxx   MMM

  ++++++++   HMM

 xxxxxxxxxx   HMH

  ........

Figure 1: Fermentation variables profiles for some initial conditions configurations. For Biomass and

Sugar one shows experimental results in LHH (low temperature: 12 ◦C, high initial sugar: 268 g/l, high

initial nitrogen: 300 mg/l), HMM (28◦C, sugar: 238 g/l, nitrogen: 50mg/l) and HMH (28 ◦C, sugar:

233 g/l, nitrogen: 300 mg/l) configurations. For Ethanol we show data for MMM configuration (20 ◦C,

sugar: 200 g/l, nitrogen: 66 mg/l) instead of LHH. Log-Biomass profiles are shown too, we obtained

linear correlations in transient phase of 0.98, 0.99 and 0.97 respectively.

to the sign of the factors we have exponential growth (positive sign) or decay (negative sign) followed by

stabilization. Biomass profiles resemble the solutions of logistic differential equation 15, that are well

known in ecology to model population growth. These types of differential equations were derived by

Verhulst in 1838 to describe the self-limiting growth of a biological population (Verlhurst’s model; see

[20]). Population starts to grow in an exponential phase, as it gets closer to the carrying capacity the

growth slows down and reaches a stable level. The equations (11-13) that define the Scaglia model ([26])

include logistic components but they are more complex, and one observes relations between one-order

differential expressions of variables.
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Symbolic step: rewriting the models

We rewrote the models into a polynomial form that in this case allowed to separate main effects of

interaction effects that are represented by quadratic coefficients. The Coleman model is expressed by

equations 1-5, the Pizarro model by equations 6-10 and the Scaglia model by equations 11-14. Table 2

describes the meaning of the variables and our notation as compared with the nomenclature of the original

papers.

dX

dt
= µ ·XA (1)

dXA

dt
= (µ − τ) ·XA (2)

dN

dt
= −νN ·XA (3)

d[EtOH]

dt
= νEtOH ·XA (4)

dS

dt
= −νS ·XA (5)

dX

dt
= µ ·X (6)

dN

dt
= −νN ·X (7)

d[EtOH]

dt
= νEtOH ·X (8)

dS

dt
= −νS ·X (9)

d[Gly]

dt
= νGly ·X (10)

dX

dt
= (Fµ ·µ −Fτ · τ) ·X −Fµ ·β ·X2 (11)

d[EtOH]

dt
= 1

YCO2/EtOH
·

dCO2

dt
(12)

dS

dt
= −

(

(νS +νS0
) ·X − 0.00002

YX/S
·X2

)

(13)

dCO2

dt
= νCO2

·X + d(C02Form)
dt

(14)

dX

dt
= µ ·X ·

(

1−
β

µ
·X

)

(15)

Statistical step: Classifying the results

For fermentation process the considered factors are initial conditions and time. We studied the fermen-

tation variables: X (biomass concentration), EtOH (ethanol concentration) and S (sugar concentration).
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Notation Meaning Coleman ([6]) Pizarro ([22]) Scaglia ([26])

X viable biomass concentration, [g · l−1]] X total biomass concentration XV X

XA active biomass concentration, [g · l−1]] XA

N nitrogen concentration, [g · l−1] N NH4 N

EtOH ethanol concentration, [g · l−1] E EtOH P

S sugar concentration, [g · l−1] S glu S

Gly glycerol concentration, [g · l−1] Gly

CO2 carbon dioxide concentration, [g · l−1] CO2

µ growth rate of yeast cells, [h−1] Monod’s model nitrogen nutri-

tion:
max(µ)·N

KN+N

µ , Flux balance analysis 12.072 ·
max(µ)·S

S+KS ·93.0231.508

τ death rate of yeast cells, [h−1] kd , temperature and ethanol de-

pendent

(0.0001−0.047 · dS
dt

)

νN nitrogen consumption rate per yeast mass, [g ·g−1 ·h−1] µ
YX/N

νNH4, Flux balance analysis

νEtOH ethanol production rate per yeast mass, [g ·g−1 ·h−1] β = max(νEtOH )·S
KS+S

νEtOH , Flux balance analysis

νS sugar consumption rate per yeast mass, [g ·g−1 ·h−1] νEtOH
YEtOH/S

νglu, Flux balance analysis 1
YX/S

·
max(µ)·S

S+KS ·93.0231.508

νS0
initial sugar consumption rate per yeast mass, [g ·g−1 ·h−1] F = 0.008, initial sugar dependent

νgly glycerol production rate per yeast mass, [g ·g−1 ·h−1] νgly, Flux balance analysis

νCO2 carbon dioxide production rate per yeast mass, [g · g−1 ·

h−1]
G ·

max(µ)·S

S+KS ·93.0231.445

KN constant for nitrogen-limited growth, [g · l−1] 0.009 Monod constant

KS constant for sugar utilization in growth, [g · l−1] 10.278 Michaelis-Menten-type

constant

2.15 Monod constant for sugar-limited growth

YX/N yield coefficient for cell mass grown per mass of nitrogen

used, [g ·g−1]
YX/N , temperature dependent

YEtOH/S yield coefficient for ethanol produced per sugar consumed,

[g ·g−1]
YE/S = 0.55

YX/S yield coefficient for cells formed per sugar consumed, [g ·
g−1]

0.029

YCO2/EtOH yield coefficient for CO2 formed per ethanol produced, [g ·
g−1]

YCO2/P, initial conditions dependent

max(µ) maximum growth rate of yeast cells, [h−1] µmax, temperature dependent µm, initial conditions dependent

max(νEtOH) maximum ethanol production rate, [g ·g−1 ·h−1] βmax, temperature dependent

max(CO2) maximum CO2 for normal fermentation progress, [g · l−1] CO2,95 = 78, corresponds to 95% of maximum

emissions for initial conditions.

Fµ correction factor of growth rate
exp(−(CO2−max(CO2)))

exp(CO2−max(CO2))+exp(−(CO2−max(CO2)))

Fτ correction factor of death rate 1−Fg

β β competition coefficient in logistic equation 15, l · g−1 ·

h−1
β , initial conditions dependent

CO2Form additional Scaglia concentration coefficient for carbon

dioxide formation, [g · l−1]
241.44 · max(µ) S2

(S+KS ·93.0231.0)(S+KS ·93.0231.445)
·

X +0.01 ·X

Table 2: Notation, comparison with original papers nomenclature.
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Temperature Sugar Nitrogen Biomass Ethanol        Sugar

Low Moderate Moderate (50-240 [mg/l])

(0-19 °C) (160-240 [g/l]) High (240-551 [mg/l]) 1

High Moderate

(240-308 [g/l]) High 2 3

Moderate Moderate Moderate 1 1 1

(20-27 °C) High 1 1 6 1

High Moderate 1

High 1 2

High Moderate Moderate 1 1 1

(28-35 °C) High 2 1 2

High Moderate

High 1

 Pizarro data ([22])

 Malherbe data ([15])

 Mendes-Ferreira data ([16])

Table 3: Origin of experimental data. For each Initial Temperature-Sugar-Nitrogen configuration, and

fermentation variable it is showed the origin of available data.

Biomass Ethanol Sugar

Temperature Sugar Nitrogen Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable

Low Moderate Moderate (50-240 [mg/l])

(0-19 °C) (180-240 [g/]) High (240-551 [mg/l]) Pizarro Pizarro

High Moderate

(240-308 [g/l]) High Indiferent Pizarro Scaglia/Pizarro Scaglia/Pizarro

Moderate Moderate Moderate Coleman/Pizarro Coleman Coleman Indifferent Coleman/Pizarro Coleman

(20-27 °C) High Scaglia/Pizarro Pizarro Indifferent Pizarro Scaglia/Pizarro Pizarro

High Moderate Scaglia Pizarro

High Scaglia Scaglia Scaglia Coleman

High Moderate Moderate Coleman Coleman Pizarro Coleman Pizarro Pizarro

(28-35 °C) High Coleman Pizarro Indifferent Pizarro Coleman Pizarro

High Moderate

High Pizarro Scaglia/Pizarro

Worst Best

Quality

Table 4: Criterion of selection of best models in function of initial conditions. For each combination

variable-phase is written the best model, colors represent the quality of the adjustment when comparing

between all the initial conditions.

Initial conditions were determined by ranges of initial temperature, sugar and nitrogen concentration,

and we divided in transient and stable phase. The levels of initial conditions were ranges of initial tem-

perature, sugar and nitrogen concentrations. We considered that the temperature is low when it is lower

than 19 ◦C, is moderate for values between 20 ◦C and 27 ◦C, and high for larger values. Initial sugar con-

centration was called moderate for values less than 240 g/l and high for superior values. Initial nitrogen

concentration was moderate for values less than 240 mg/l and high for those superior values. For each

initial conditions configuration, we separated the profiles in transient and stable phase by analyzing the

experimental results.

In Table 3 we show the origin of experimental data for different initial condition levels and fermenta-

tion variables. This classification allowed us to cover a wide range of configurations. In spite of this, for
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some combinations we do not have experimental data because conditions of fermentation are difficult.

This is the case for low initial temperature, sugar and nitrogen concentrations. For high temperature

and sugar with insufficient levels of nitrogen source, we have the same situation. Part of the data have

superior statistical quality. While the number of samples that describe an initial condition configuration

is larger, the quantity of information that validates our assertions about the adjustment of each model

in this configuration is also larger. In particular the Pizarro sample for HMM (high temperature, mod-

erate initial sugar level and moderate initial nitrogen level) and HMH configurations give us standard

deviations for variable profiles. Mendes-Ferreira ([16]) samples for MHM (moderate temperature, high

initial sugar level and moderate initial nitrogen level) and MHH supply means and standard deviations

of measures too.

We evaluated the three studied models according to how well they agree with the experimental results

(Figure 2). For each sample we reviewed the adjustment in the transient and the stable phase. For the

local criterion, at each point we built confidence intervals of experimental results by using measures

of means and standard deviations, and computed the p-values associated to the decision of considering

simulated value equal to experimental result. Because we observe exponential behavior, for the global

criterion we have computed the correlation between the logarithm of simulations and the data over the

time (Table 5). In general, an adjustment was considered Very good if the local criterion and the global

one are very favorable (p-value≥ 0.1, correlation≥ 0.98); Good if a criterion is very favorable and the

other one is only favorable (0.05≤p-value< 0.1 or 0.95≤correlation< 0.98); Little wrong if a criterion is

unfavorable (p-value< 0.05 or correlation< 0.95) and the other one is favorable or superior; and Wrong

if both criteria are unfavorable. The cases near to the limits were checked especially. In case the local

criterion is absolutely unfavorable (p-value= 0) we qualified in Wrong, if local criterion is unfavorable

(but not absolutely) and global criterion is optimum (correlation= 1) we considered it Good.

Biomass Ethanol Sugar

Temperature Sugar Nitrogen Coleman Scaglia Pizarro Coleman Scaglia Pizarro Coleman Scaglia Pizarro

Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable

Low Moderate Moderate

High

High Moderate

High

Moderate Moderate Moderate

High

High Moderate

High

High Moderate Moderate

High

High Moderate

High

 Very good

 Good

 Little wrong

 Wrong

Figure 2: Summary of results of adjustment according to initial conditions. Quality of adjustment of

each model for each initial conditions configuration and phase (transient and stable).

Constructive step: Building the combined model

As a direct consequence this criterion allows us to obtain better predictions of fermentation variable pro-

files than those obtained by each individual model. In Table 4 we summarize our criteria, and according

to initial conditions and variable to consider (between Biomass, Ethanol and Sugar) we say which ap-

proach to use. We used the criteria to build a combined model where we separate the different effects in

polynomial way to obtain a combined model (equations 16-18). These equations capture the three models
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Coleman model Pizarro model Scaglia model Combined model

Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable Transient Stable

Config. Variable C.1 C.2 C.1 C.2 C.1 C.2 C.1 C.2 C.1 C.2 C.1 C.2 C.1 C.2 C.1 C.2

MMM X 0.006 1 0.006 0.92 0.109 1 0 1 0.012 0.96 0 0.77 0.033 1 0.006 0.92

EtOH 0.001 1 0 0.97 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.93 0.001 1 0 0.97

S 0.07 0.97 0.001 0.93 0.022 1 0 0.98 0.017 0.95 0 0.98 0.063 1 0.001 0.93

MMH X 0.045 0.98 0.001 0.90 0.006 1 0.483 1 0.113 0.98 0.06 0.99 0.256 0.99 0.483 1

EtOH 0.047 1 0 0.97 0.001 1 0.053 1 0.048 1 0.149 0.92 0.049 1 0.053 1

S 0.129 0.93 0.152 0.98 0.140 0.98 0.27 0.98 0.064 0.99 0.015 0.97 0.129 0.99 0.27 0.98

HMM X 0.388 0.99 0.476 0.97 0.102 0.83 0.027 1 0.082 0.99 0 0.87 0.388 0.99 0.476 0.97

EtOH 0.049 0.95 0.155 0.97 0.129 0.95 0 1 0.08 0.92 0 -0.97 0.129 0.95 0.155 0.97

S 0.171 0.79 0 -0.7 0.238 1 0.272 0.97 0.107 0.91 0.032 0.73 0.238 1 0.272 0.97

HMH X 0.203 0.97 0 0.28 0.156 0.98 0.048 0.97 0.197 0.96 0 0.91 0.203 0.97 0.048 0.97

EtOH 0.275 1 0.089 0.80 0.162 0.99 0.214 0.99 0.264 0.98 0.001 1 0.339 0.99 0.214 0.99

S 0.327 1 0 0.59 0.135 0.98 0.167 0.99 0.197 0.95 0.001 1 0.327 1 0.167 0.99

Table 5: Statistical analysis of models. For each configuration of factors and fermentation variable, we

show the average p-value for the local criterion (C.1), and correlation for global criterion (C.2). The

lower the p-value, the bigger the local error in simulations. The bigger the correlation, the bigger the

global similarity between data and simulations. Results for other configurations can be asked.

and the variables XA and CO2 are those computed by the Coleman and Scaglia models respectively. The

coefficients µA, εA and σA correspond to coefficients of the Coleman model to represent linear effect of

XA on X . The linear coefficient of X on EtOH, ε(1), is associated to the Pizarro model; µ(1) is composed

by contributions of the Pizarro and Scaglia models, and quadratic effects (coefficients µ(2) and σ (1)) are

obtained from the Scaglia model. The coefficients are active or not in function of initial configuration

and time (Table 6).

dX

dt
= µA ·XA + µ(1) ·X −µ(2) ·X2 (16)

d[EtOH]

dt
= εA ·XA + ε(1) ·X + εCO2

·
dCO2

dt
(17)

dS

dt
= −

(

σA ·XA +σ (1) ·X −σ (2) ·X2
)

(18)

Configuration of initial conditions

Coefficient Meaning LMH LHH MMM MMH MHM MHH HMM HMH HHH

µA = max(µ)·N
KN+N

linear effect of XA - /0 ∀t /0 /0 /0 ∀t t ≤ 30 -

µ(1) = FBA,

(Fµ ·µ +Fτ · τ)
linear effect of X - t > 110 t ≤ 96 ∀t ∀t ∀t /0 t > 30 -

µ(2) = Fµ ·β quadratic effect of X - /0 /0 t ≤ 51 t ≤ 27 ∀t /0 /0 -

εA = max(νEtOH )·S
KS+S

linear effect of XA - - t ≤ 96 t ≤ 51 - - t > 300 t ≤ 30 -

ε(1) = FBA linear effect of X - - /0 ∀t - - t ≤ 300 ∀t -

εCO2
= 1

YCO2/EtOH
linear effect of

dCO2
dt

- - /0 t ≤ 51 - - /0 t ≤ 30 -

σA = νEtOH
YEtOH/S

linear effect of XA /0 /0 ∀t /0 - t > 107 /0 t ≤ 30 /0

σ (1) = FBA,

0.008 +
max(µ)·S

YX/S ·(S+KS ·93.0231.508)

linear effect of X ∀t ∀t t ≤ 96 ∀t - t ≤ 107 ∀t t > 30 ∀t

σ (2) = 2·10−5

YX/S
quadratic effect of X /0 ∀t /0 t ≤ 51 - t ≤ 107 /0 /0 t > 103

Table 6: Temporal intervals at which the coefficients of equations 16-18 are active for each configuration

of initial conditions and the formulas. One writes − if there are not experimental data to validate, FBA

denotes the result by using Flux balance Analysis.

For instance let us consider the configuration MMH. The equations 16-18 take the form from the
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equations 19-21. One observes that the main factor is the linear effect of X . In the transient phase

there exists a cuadratic effect of X , a linear effect of CO2 rate on EtOH, and XA only affects the ethanol

modelling.

dX

dt
= µ(1) ·X −1t≤51 ·µ(2) ·X2 (19)

d[EtOH]

dt
= 1t≤51 · εA ·XA + ε(1) ·X +1t≤51 · εCO2

·
dCO2

dt
(20)

dS

dt
= −

(

σ (1) ·X −1t≤51 ·σ
(2) ·X2

)

(21)

For configuration MMH we observed an initial effect of competition to consume resources; but for

HHH the sugar consumption (equation 22) initially, when the substrates are abundant, competition does

not exist but it appears when the resources become scarce.

dS

dt
= −

(

σ (1) ·X −1t>103 ·σ
(2) ·X2

)

(22)

As a result, in function of factors, we go from one profile type to another one. Temporal phase and

initial condition affects the results. For each fermentation there exists a time at which the profiles change

from transient to stable phase: stabilization time. According to environmental conditions one obtains

different profiles of the fermentation variables; for different level of initial temperatures, sugar and ni-

trogen concentration, one observes different growth/decrease rates and the change to the stable phase

happens in different time (Figure 1). The bigger the initial temperature, sugar or nitrogen concentration;

the bigger the growth rate of biomass. As the biomass changes to its stable phase, ethanol production

and the consumption of sugar stop.

Conclusions and Discussion

We built a general method to combine models in function of configurations of factors. The method was

applied to fermentation process modelling to explain the profiles of fermentation variables: concentration

of yeast biomass, ethanol and sugar; by considering four factors: initial temperature, sugar and nitrogen,

and growth phase. Our method starts with a symbolic step to homogenize the notation, for ODE models

by rewriting into polynomial form and by identifying main and interaction effects. It continues with a

statistical step to evaluate the models, in function of experimental data ([22], [15] and [16]). We defined

discrete levels for each factor, for each configuration of factors and fermentation variable we statistically

compared the results of three kinetic fermentation models ([6], [22] and [26]) with the experimental re-

sults and we obtained quality indexes of each model (Figure 2). We finished with the construction of a

combined model, where one selects the best resolution method for each fermentation variable and con-

figuration of factors (Table 4). The equations 16-18 allows to interpret the combined model in function

of initial configuration, for instance equations 19-21 for MHH.

Although generally for all variables there exist combinations of models of good adjustment to the ex-

perimental data, for each one of the fermentation variables and initial conditions the approaches showed

different quality levels (Table 4, Figure 2). The best simulations were obtained for sugar consumption, in

general terms Pizarro model showed the best adjustments especially for high levels of temperature. For

low temperature and high levels of sugar and nitrogen the Scaglia model showed results similar to those

of the Pizarro model. The configuration MMH (Figure 3) was covered by two different data sets for sugar

simulations, the Pizarro and Mendes-Ferreira data ([16]). We observed similar measures between data

12
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sets and that for the transient phase the Scaglia model agreed better with the Mendes-Ferreira data ([16]),

and for the stable phase the predictions of Pizarro are the best. For the HMM configuration we observed

the best results with the Pizarro simulations; this agreed with the calibration data used to estimate sugar

uptake parameters. For HMH configuration Coleman model showed the best results in transient phase,

Pizarro worked better in stable phase and for HHH configuration.

The worst quality levels were obtained for biomass: Coleman and Scaglia models best agreed with ex-

perimental data in the transient phase. The configurations HMH and HMM showed the best results for

Coleman model; MHM and MHH for the Scaglia model. Pizarro model worked better in stable phase,

best results in LHH, MMH, MHM, MHH and HMM. Pizarro and Coleman models showed the best

results for Ethanol production simulations.

 Pizarro experimental data ([22])

 Coleman model ([6])

 Pizarro model ([22] and [24])

 Combined model

 Mendes-Ferreira experimental data ([16])

    x x x x

 Scaglia model ([26])

Figure 3: Comparison between models adjustments for sugar profiles in MMH initial configuration.

Sugar profiles simulated by the three models and our combined model. Two experimental samples; with

temperature: 20 ◦C, sugar: 200 and 207 g/l, nitrogen: 267 and 240 mg/l.

Our combined model, obtained good results for almost all the initial conditions configurations. As it

is observed in Figure 2 there exist very few initial conditions in which no model obtains good results of

adjustment. The only negative cases are LHH configuration in transient phase for biomass, and MMM

configuration in stable phase of Ethanol. We observed the best results for sugar profiles simulations,

for all the initial conditions one obtains that the transient or stable phase is adjusted with quality good

(Table 4). For the transient phase the best configurations are HHH, HMM and HMH; for stable phase

HMM, followed by LMH and LHH. For this fermentation variable, the configurations LHH, HMM

and HMH were represented mainly by Pizarro model, in which they were used to calibrate sugar-uptake

parameters. For MMH (Figure 3) we obtained good results in transient phase, by combining Scaglia and
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Pizarro model, and very good results in stable phase with the Pizarro model. The best result for biomass

adjustments were obtained for the configuration HMM that showed very good results for both transient

and stable phase. We obtained good results for MMH, MHM and MHH in both temporal phases too.

With respect to simulations of ethanol profiles, the best result was obtained for HMH configurations.

For this configuration the transient phase is very good represented by the three models and the stable

phase only by the Pizarro approach. Another important fermentation variable is nitrogen concentration.

The experimental data of [15] and [16] give us nitrogen measurements for MMM, MMH, MHM and

MHH configurations. We observed that for these initial conditions, the combined model is completely

represented by the Pizarro model. It obtains the best results (good or very good quality), the Coleman

approach showed poor results and the Scaglia model does not include this variable.

In this study we chose to build combined models without changing the individual models, since by

design we assume that the original models are validated. The other alternative is to tune the internal

parameters to refine the models and to obtain more generality. Several types of experimental results can

be included to improve the estimation methods, looking for the correct inclusion of the relevant factors

of the fermentation process. The effect of these factors can directed computed by using devices to mea-

sure the number of cells (by using Hemacytometer or Neubauer for example) on fermentation samples

or by biotechnological tools as DNA Microarrays ([14]) and PCR (Polymerase chain reaction, [13]). The

estimations of profiles features as growth rate, death rate and yield coefficients developed in [6] can be

extended to more strains and species. Microarrays and PCR can give us estimations of the profiles too.

In [1], [16] and [17] were done studies of gene expression profiles of particular strains of Saccharomyces

cerevisiae during fermentations with high level of sugar but different levels of nitrogen concentration.

In [1] was observed that some genes involved in biosynthesis of macromolecular precursors have supe-

rior levels of expression in high nitrogen condition than low. Low levels of nitrogen showed expression

levels superior for genes involved in translation and oxidative carbon metabolism. In [16] and [17] were

observed early responses of yeast cells to low nitrogen. They identified 36 genes highly expressed under

conditions of low or absent nitrogen in comparison with a nitrogen-replete condition for Saccharomyces

cerevisiae PYCC4072, the behavior of four of these transcripts was confirmed by RT-PCR analysis in

this and another wine yeast strain. The signature genes of both studies can be used to predict nitrogen

deficiency and to prevent fermentation problems. These ideas can be extended to study the temporal

transcriptional, responses of genes on different pH, initial temperature, sugar and nitrogen concentra-

tions, strains and species of yeasts. The analysis can be oriented, for example, to genes associated with

oxidation of glucose, glycolysis and anaerobic functions. Expression levels of enzymes allow to simulate

phenotype by FBA on metabolic models to obtain uptakes and consumption rates on different conditions

and yeast strains.

Another challenge to obtain better approaches of the reality is to construct and to calibrate fermen-

tation models that consider interacting yeast populations competing by resources. Although it has been

observed that Saccharomyces cerevisiae is dominant in the majority of spontaneous alcoholic fermenta-

tions ([12], [25]) and it is the most popular yeast in inoculated cultures, there exist many strains and other

yeasts as Candida cantarellii that participate in the process ([21], [34]) and it influences the aroma ([23]).

The intervention of lactic acid and acetic bacteria in fermentations is also documented ([10], [9]). One

can consider competence between individuals of the same population, modelled by logistic-like models

similar to equation 15, and interactions between different populations. A usual way to model the presence

of two or more populations competing by resources is the Lotka-Volterra-like models ([27]). Different

strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae can present different levels of tolerance to ethanol, acidity, growth

and death rate between other coefficients, Another fermenting yeast Candida cantarellii present different

rates of growth, ethanol and glycerol yields [31]. In future versions we will introduce the dependency of

these rates with respect to yeast strains or species, and pH conditions.

In System Biology the combination of models takes relevance to analyze hierarchical systems. The
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notion composition ([8]) is used to build models by defining their components and the relations between

them. A system is analyzed in a hierarchic way, defining it as being composed by subsystems. The

components with different nature are well defined using different formalisms to generating sub-models,

and Base formalisms capable of including the semantics of a wide variety of languages are used to define

combined models ([2]). In this study we focused in the mathematical way of combining models, in future

works we will approach the formalism for defining general combinations.
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